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The collection of Indian miniature paintings covers all the phases of painting from the illustrated
palm-leaf manuscripts of the 16th and 17th centuries to the early 19th c. Pahari pain tings. The nuin schools
of Indian paintir gs viz^ Mughal, Rajasthani and Deccani are well represented. The collection is specially
rich in the Deccaoai sub-schools of paintings as of Kurnool, Gadwal, Shorapur and Hyderabad.
This section is more patronised by the students of University of Fine Arts College, and other Universities,
Indian and Foreign.
In the current year (1986-1987) the State Museum has purchased the famous Indian artist Nandalal
Bose's five post-card sketches from Sri K. Sriprakasa. Another set of thicc portraits of Mahatma Gandhi,
Tagcre and Patel was purchased/rom Sri Kowta Rammohan Sastry. These three portraits are drypoint
etchings. The five sketches of Nandalal Bose are briefly described below.
1.	Dockyard:    1926
A lively pencil and pen sketch on a card of 8 cms. x8| cms. size with subdued bhvck accents. This
work gives a clue to his attitude towards line drawing and his skill with p^n and pencil sketches. This
was drawn in the year 1926.
2.	Forest
Water colour sketch on post card (IS^cms. x8J cms.)'dating back to 1929. This is a lively drawn
forest scene of the longwoods with impenetrable background. The small black touches of his pen oa the
trees shows his eye for small detail.
3.	Tea Labourer:    1929
Pencil and pen sketch on post-card (13£cms. X 8£ cms.)
A keen study of a tea labourer from Kurseong near Darjeeling, done in pencil and pen shows
Nandalal as a keen observer of human life in natural suroundings.
4.	Autumn:    1921
Water colour on post-card (13$ cms. x8| cms.)
The withering trees and the fallen dead leaves on the ground show amazing brilliance in ths hand-
ling of lines in the sketch, and his insight into nature and life,
5.	Washerman:    13|cms. x 8J   cms.
Pen 'and pencil sketch on post-card.
It is a water colour showing a washerman preparing fuel for boiling clothes in an earthen pot.
The sketch is worked in bold strokes suggesting moving lines. The strokes of the brush show the skill of
Nandalal Bose.	•• i

